Thursday, November 10, 2022
10:00-11:30 AM - Via Zoom

1. Discussion/Announcements
   a) Course Form: Assignments and Weighting

2. Curriculum
   **Vote Item:**
   a) Spanish for Health Sciences UG minor

   **Report Item**
   a) Illustration concentration, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Studio Art
   b) Illustration concentration, Studio Art, Bachelor of Arts Studio Art
   c) Spanish for Health Sciences concentration, Foreign Language and Literature BA

3. Curriculum
   **Course Syllabi**
   You may access the courses at [https://nextcatalog.unomaha.edu/courseleaf/approve](https://nextcatalog.unomaha.edu/courseleaf/approve). You will be reviewing the courses under Your Role: select EPAC-Associate VC.

**New Courses**
1. ART 4290: Illustration Studio
2. ART 4760: Technical Art History
3. GEOL 4500: Paleoclimatology
4. JMC/CMST 4300: Risk and Crisis Communication
5. MUS 2300: Sound Design for Video Games, Film and Sound Art
6. NSCI 1060: Introduction to Urban Healthcare
7. PSYC 4130: Advanced Undergraduate Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
8. THEA 1070: Super Hero Cinema

**Revised Courses**
1. COMM 8020: Communication Research Methods Seminar: Qualitative (Component change from Lecture to Seminar)
2. SPED 2550: Health and Well-Being of Infants and Toddlers (change in level from SPED 4850 to SPED 2550)
3. WRWS 2400: Foundations of Screenwriting (Component change from Workshop to Studio)
4. WRWS 3100: Intermediate Fiction Studio (Component change from Lecture to Studio)
5. WRWS 3300: Intermediate Creative Nonfiction Studio (Component change from Lecture to Studio)
6. WRWS 3600: Intermediate Screenwriting Studio (Component change from Workshop to Studio)
7. WRWS 3800: The Writer’s Voice: Authors on the Page and at the Podium (Component change from Activity and Discussion to Lecture)
8. WRWS 4310: Advanced Creative Nonfiction Studio II (Component change from Workshop to Studio)

Upcoming Meetings: 10am-11:30am – via zoom
December 8, 2022
February 9, 2023
March 9, 2023
April 13, 2023
May 11, 2023